About the artist

Famous musician and organist, known throughout the world. Italian publisher, researcher and organist. The I.net Greatest Organ Music Resource in the World. The most complete private library of music scores for organ and harpsichord. Published rare scores of organ and harpsichord music with Armelin Musica of Padova (www.armelin.it) and with the sheet music world center: "Free-scores.com". More than 1.8 million downloads! Remember ... all this work, if you can, make me an offer on Paypal. Thanks!

Qualification: Organist


About the piece

Title: VATER UNSER IM HIMMELREICH a 2 Clav. et Pedal
Composer: Bohm, Georg
Licence: Public domain
Publisher: MACHELLA, MAURIZIO
Instrumentation: Organ solo
Style: Classical
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